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Introduction 

1.  My name is John Sugrue  submitter number  # 2567 to the Replacement District Plan process and 

am a member of a submitter group which has given evidence in Chapter 6 Hearings. I have lived on 

my 6 acre property in Wooldridge Road for 31 years. 

2.  The submitter  group I belong to is from a larger group of submitters and the submitters listed 
here are  those who have participated throughout this Hearings process,  Vanessa Payne #2191, 
Mike Marra #2054, Gerrit Venema #2091, Dave Lawry #2514, Bruce Campbell  #2489 John Sugrue 
#2567.  
Our group found it necessary to engage  Acoustics Expert Professor John-Paul Barrington Clarke who 
has given expert evidence on behalf of our group. Professor Clarke is internationally acclaimed  
with many peer reviewed publications directly related to aviation acoustical matters. 
 
3.  The Panel  will have read my original submission  plus heard  my oral highlights. I will reiterate, for 
several years I held a Private Pilot licence, 2 of my brothers successfully operated a helicopter 
operation for many years and one still owns a helicopter. I am enthusiastic about aviation which is 
why I stated the following in my original submission;  
Aircraft Protection Objective 6.7.1.1 relates to enabling the safe and efficient operation of aircraft 
from airports, airfields or helipads. I am highly supportive of this objective.  
 
 

Important Background Re Aircraft Engine Testing Noise Sites, Controls and Activities 
around Christchurch Airport. 
 
1.  1989 ChCh Airport Bylaw requiring  aircraft engine testing to be carried out at threshold of 
 Runway 11 unless at such other place approved by airport manager before test commences. 
 (Comment ; This bylaw set up by the then honourable Airport management to ensure engine 
 testing noise was located as far as possible from the larger population.) 



2.  1998   Christchrch City Council Decision Number 2 which was titled ‘Christchurch International 
Airport and Airport Issues’ where in 1998 at point 4.72 at page 54 of that decision document, the 
Independent  Commissioner Collins  ‘urged CIAL to seriously consider making investment in a 
suitable structure to contain aircraft engine testing noise.’ 
 
3.  1999 Christchurch City Plan Decision at 13.2.9 Aircraft Engine Testing Noise Area  were issued 
and added rule to City Plan controlling Aircraft Engine Testing.  Stating   ‘A rule applies in the rural 
zones controlling dwellings within 800m of the aircraft testing noise area, identified at the western 
end of the airport cross runway within the Special Purposes (Airport) Zone (Map 23B) This location, 
while not ideal offers the least potential disturbance to persons living near the airport, although 
some disturbance may still occur from time to time. In order to ensure that adverse noise from 
engine testing is at least minimised, the majority of  engine testing activities will take place within 
200m of the “cross” identifying the Aircraft Engine Testing Area shown on Planning Map 23B’  
(Comment -This site on far side of airport property.)  
 
 
Summary of 1. 2. 3. above. 
 
1989  ChCh Airport  Bylaw - Very clear majority of Engine Testing  to take place threshold R/W 11 
 
1998  Commissioner  Collins - ‘Urged CIAL to seriously consider making investment in a suitable 
           structure to contain aircraft engine testing noise.’ 
 
1999 Christchurch City Plan Decision at 13.2.9  – Very clear majority of Engine Testing to take place 
threshold R/W 11 to offer least potential disturbance to persons living near airport. 
 
 
AIR New Zealand Engineering Services Apply to CIAL to move Engine Testing Site 
 
4.  2003/4 Air NZ Engineering Services approached CIAL  requesting to move aircraft engine testing 
activities from the far side of airport property by the threshold of runway 11, nearly 2 kilometres 
across airport adjacent to Air NZ Hangar  near the City side of airport property. Among reasons given 
for request to move Engine Testing site was the Boeing 737s had mainly been replaced by Airbus 
320s which have lower wings (should be lower engines)  which suck up gravel  at the R/W 11 
theshold area. (In fact Airbus 320s engines are higher off ground than 737s engines)  Other reason 
for moving was because overall increase in testing being undertaken and concern about cost of 
taking aircraft the distance to testing site. (this information from Section 32 report addendum 
Appendix 2.3 Engine Testing Provisions) 
  
 
5. CIAL agree to the Air NZ request -  ignoring their own Engine Testing Bylaw  -  at 1 above. 
 -  ignoring Independent Commissioner Collins recommendations 6 years earlier -  at 2 above. 
 -  ignoring 1999 Christchurch District Plan Decision at 13.2.9  - at 3 above. 
 
6.  During 2004/5  CIAL constructed  a structurally engineered  Aircraft Engine Testing concrete    
run-up pad costing $1,000,000plus but with no noise containment enclosure and nearly 2 kilometres 
closer to larger population by Air NZ Hangar near Orchard Road but with no Resource Consent for 
site change. 
 
 



7.  Inverse Square Law, Sound -- example included in my earlier evidence  Attachment 1  showed 
distance from, or closeness to noise source, creates large reductions or large increases to sound 
energy.  
This fact is commonly known to most lay persons. Surely CIAL and their Acoustics adviser would be 
highly aware of this noise energy related to  distance fact when contemplating moving  engine 
testing site. Just a few years earlier CIAL having been urged by Commissioner Collins to invest in 
Engine Testing Noise containment structure. 
CIAL and their Acoustics advisers  judgement in bring Engine Testing site nearly 2 Kilometres closer 
to larger community,  still with no noise containment system and  therefore much louder noise  
defies belief.  
 
8. My email enquiry to CCC Planning Dept on 9 March 2016 confirmed the rules around Aircraft 
Engine Testing in the City Plan  (see 3. above)  “had a lot of weight for Resource Consent purposes 
from 1999.”   
 
9.  On 28 March 2016  I emailed  CCC Planning Dept and requested a copy of the Resource Consent  
CIAL obtained  before they constructed  the Aircraft Engine Testing concrete Run-up Pad on a new 
site adjacent to Air NZ Hangar near Orchard Road.  
 
10.  CCC Planning Dept replied on 29 March 2016 informing me CIAL did not apply for a Resource 
Consent because the airport is designated for “airport Purposes” and they can do what they like on 
their land and not have to take any notice of the District Plan.  
 
11. The CCC information contained in their 29 March 2016 reply at 10. above is contrary to the 
information contained in their 9 March 2016 reply at 8. above.  
 
12.  On 29 March 2016 I emailed CCC Planning Dept  asking;  ‘I presume the “New Zealand Resource 
Management Act 1991” must be adhered to by CIAL? ’  
 
13.  CCC Planning Dept replied on  29 March 2016 in a rather convoluted manner.      
 
14.  On 14 June 2016 I emailed CCC Planning Dept to ask;  “Could they send me a copy of the 
Building Consent for construction of the Engine Testing Run-up Pad Site about 2004/5 issued to CIAL.  
This is a structurally designed item reported to have cost more than $1,000,000 
 
15.  CCC Planning Dept replied on 14 June 2016 to inform me they  not 100% sure it would have 
required a building consent and suggested I ask the CCC duty BC Officer.   
 
16. I telephoned CCC Building Consent Duty Officer on approx  28 June 2016 enquired if CIAL had 
obtained building consent for aircraft engine run-up pad construction around 2004/5? 
Officer informed me she could not find building consent for engine testing structure.  
 
17.    Summary re Original Engine Testing Site and moving Engine Testing Site 1.8 kilometre closer 
         to City. 
 

 1998Commissioner Collins, when engine testing was on western side of airport, urged CIAL 
to seriously consider investing in a suitable structure to contain engine testing noise. 
   

 Original Engine Testing Site at far side of airport property  had rules around Aircraft Engine 
Testing in the City Plan “which had a lot of weight for Resource Consent purposes from 
1999.”  Per CCC Planning Dept – see 8. above. 



 CIAL built new engine testing run-up pad 1.8 kilometres closer to City ignoring Commissioner 
Collins 6 years earlier recommendation  for a  engine testing noise containment system. 
 

 CIAL did not apply for a Resource Consent for new engine testing site change 1.8 km closer 
to City. 
 

 CIAL appears not to have obtained  a building consent for new engine testing structure.  
 

 CCC form B-390 states exemptions form building consents  may be possible but may need to 
comply with Resource Management Act if there may be an effect on neighbours but an 
exemption appears not to have been obtained either. 

 
 

Airport Operational 50 dB Contour  
 
18.   Approximately 2 or 3 years after Aircraft Engine Testing site was moved 1.8 kilometres 
closer to a larger population on the City side of airport CIAL began plans to install a 50 dB 
Aircraft Operational Noise Contour. 
At CIALs well attended information meeting held at the Commodore Hotel Memorial 
Avenue to inform residents of their plans to install a 50dB Operational Noise Contour. After 
questions from attendees CIAL stated there would be land development restrictions when 
the new 50dB contour was in place.  
Residents asked  why were CIAL trying to do this and CIAL spokesperson informed residents 
it was it was because Airport was presently uncurfewed and more noise complaints might 
put more pressure to have night time flying at airport curfewed. 
Every speaker said they liked living in area and many said they enjoyed see aircraft coming 
and going. 
I will abbreviate here but in my original submission this was a rather long Q+A session. 
 
 Towards end of CIALs information meeting I asked did the airport keep a record of noise 
complaints annually? 
Airport spokesperson said they didn’t 
I asked would it be 500 complaints? 
Spokesperson said he didn’t think that many. 
Over a series of slowly decreasing complaint numbers to which spokesperson said to each 
complaint number he didn’t think that many. 
I finally asked did he think the number of aircraft noise complaints might be 10? 
Spokesperson said yes it might be 10. 
I then asked did he know from which area of Christchurch did the 10 complaints come from? 
He said he didn’t know. 
Later discussion among residents suggested these complaints most probably would be 
related to engine testing noise. 
 
19.  I have lived in my family home at Harewood/Bishopdale for 31 years and observe the 
area closely and there has never ever been any hint of anyone trying to push for an airport 
night time, or any curfew. 
There would be as much chance of getting signatures for an airport curfew as a person at  
New Brighton trying to get signatures to stop the tide from coming in.  



Introduction of 50dB Operational Noise Contour Linked to Proposed Engine Testing 
Contour 
 
 
20. I believe CIAL emboldened by their success in getting the only controversial noise at the 
airport moved nearly 2 kilometres closer to City without any noise containment structure 
and also knowing that engine testing noise was now travelling much further and at a higher 
decibel level than their normal operational contours was the real reason for the CIAL 
proposal to have 50dB Operational Contour installed. I suggest in CIALs thinking this would 
give a much bigger noise footprint to somewhat camouflage  the engine testing site move 
and the extra and louder noise travelling a long way past the normal 55dB outer Operational 
Noise Contour.   
 
21. There are over 40,000 airports and airfields worldwide and  many of which are many 
many  times larger than Christchurch Airport and not one has a 50dB Operational Noise 
Contour nor any Engine Testing Contours. 
 
     CIAL Noise Management Plan and CCC Planning Map 23B 
 
22.      2005     In late 2005 the Court required that CIAL should prepare a Noise Management 
Plan for the Airport, to provide a context for Annual Noise Monitoring reports. Rules limiting 
noise at the 65dB contour and requiring annual monitoring reports to be provided to the 
Council showing compliance with the contours, but this was later deleted in a 
Commissioners decision and then later again reinstated by the Court. Even though the Court 
ordered Noise Management Plans annually, NMPs were only received by Christchurch City 
Council sporadically. 
 
23.  I have located all of the only 5 Airport Annual Noise Management Plans that were 
published. These are for years  2006, 2007, 2009, 2013 and 2014. 
I received confirmation from CIAL on 29 June 2016 that the missing year versions may have 
been CIALs internal drafts and not finalised. 
 
24. It appears clear the Engine Testing Operations at site by AIR NZ Hangar began 2004/5. 
There is no reference to aircraft engine testing site in 2006 or 2007 N M Plans.  
In the 2009 Airport Noise Management Plan in the Engine Testing Noise section on page 11 
it states ; 
 
25.       A rule applies in the rural zones controlling dwellings within 800m of the aircraft 
engine testing area, identified at the western end of the airport cross runway within the 
Special Purposes (Airport) Zone (Map 23B) This location while not ideal, offers the least 
potential disturbance to persons living near the airport, although some disturbance may still 
occur from time to time. In order to ensure that adverse noise from engine testing is at least 
minimised, the majority of engine testing activities will take place within 200m of the“cross” 
Identifying the Aircraft Engine Testing Area shown on Planning Map 23B. 
 
 
 



 
 
26.  
2006 CIAL Noise Management Plan no mention of where aircraft engines were being tested. 
2007 CIAL Noise Management Plan no mention of where aircraft engines were being tested. 
  
2009 CIAL Noise Management Plan was when CIAL included the information in 25. above.  
2013 CIAL Noise Management Plan also contains the information in 25. above. 
 2014 CIAL Noise Management Plan also contains the information in 25. above. 
 
 
Planning Map 23B 
 
27.   CCC Planning Map 23B to show specifically the site at Christchurch Airport where 
Aircraft Engine Testing takes place. Planning Map 23B shows engine testing at western side 
of airport at threshold of R/W 11.  
Much evidence shows since approx. 2004/5 majority of engine testing carried out nearly 2 
kilometres closer to larger population than 23B Map states. 
 
 
 
Incorrect and  False Information and Hiding Facts has no place in a District Plan system. 
 
 
28.  The amount of  seriously false, incorrect  and sloppy material myself as well as others in 
our submitter group have become aware of is of major concern when it relates to this All 
Important District Plan. 
How much of what has been taking place at Christchurch Airport over the last 20 or so years 
has Christchurch City Council and their Planning Dept known about. Much of what has been 
taking place if they did not know their job demands they should know.  
 
29.  Only because of the too close relationship  of CIAL and CCC both sharing  the same 
Acoustic Consultant adviser could so many of the serious irregularities  been able to stay 
undiscovered for so long.  
 
Aircraft Engine Testing Ground Run-up Enclosure Required  
 
30. After experiencing the adverse effects of aircraft engine testing for many years and 
know finally finding out what has been going on regarding Aircraft Engine Testing at 
Christchurch Airport over many years I realise the situation very serious. 
 
31. It has become obvious to me that CIAL have be blatant in the way they have stretched  
and broken so many rules in this sorry saga over many years. 
 
 



32. Either of the 2 types of Ground Run-up Enclosures put before the Hearings  will negate 
any need for extra set of Engine Testing Noise Contours and keep all engine testing noise 
well within the current operational noise contours.  
CIAL need to realise their neighbouring property owners are not their Whipping Boys but do 
what Commissioner Collins urged them to do 18 years ago to seriously consider investing in 
an engine testing noise containment structure. CIAL and their neighbours could then move 
on in a much improved environment.  
 
33.  Remedies Sought  
 
a.  No Engine Testing Noise Contours and no land use restrictions for engine testing noise. 
 
b. No land use restrictions within the 50dB Aircraft Operational Contour. 
 
 
Thank you to the Independent Hearing Panel  
 
 
John Sugrue                                 Submitter # 2567 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
      
 

  
                                                                                             
        
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
   
   
 


